The Pelton Electric Company has offered a new line of medium-speed engines for use in power plants. The engines are said to be of the latest design and to provide increased efficiency and reduced operating costs. They are designed for a wide range of applications, from small industrial units to large power station installations. The company has invested heavily in research and development to ensure that these engines meet the highest standards of performance and reliability.
Editorial

A SANE SUGGESTION

Raymond Clapper, well known newspaper columnist, whose sincerity and patriotism are admitted even by those who vociferously oppose him, has recently made one of the sanest suggestions that has yet been made. It is unlikely that anything will come of it, but it should be made known to every citizen of the nation. There is a great deal of common sense in his idea, and it could be sincerely acted upon we should succeed today in getting the Republic in these days of bewildering changes.

Mr. Clapper really presents nothing new in his idea, but he has put it forth in a novel and convincing manner. He is not the first to suggest that something is wrong, but he is the first to suggest that the nation is capable of correcting its mistakes. He believes that if this condition could be brought to the attention of the people, a new wave of common sense could be put into legislative practice. The public recognizes that all must sacrifice on the part of everyone.

Perhaps it is expecting too much of the American people to expect them to be conciliators. It is quite likely that Mr. Clapper's suggestion will be laughed at, but it is not impossible that it will be considered seriously.

The breach needs to be closed. There can be no doubt that such a breach exists. It is the fact that the nation is divided. It is the fact that the nation is divided over the New Deal and has been for a long time. On the other hand, as a class, the nation has been portrayed as a conciliator. It is quite likely that Mr. Clapper's suggestion will be considered seriously.
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Photographs—

Why not solve your gift problem by having your portrait made now. Your family and friends want it.

Gardner's Studio

Home Gifts are Welcome

Sensible Presents for Christmas Gayety —

Give gifts for the home and you may be sure they'll receive a warm welcome and furnish the enduring gifts, the best present of all for true Christmas happiness and cheer.

See our many new Bedroom Suites. You will find just the type you like and for just a small down, payment you have one delivered to your home for Christmas.

$39.95 and up

Inman Spring Mattress you can enjoy every day of the year. Our famous Springless from...

$19.95 up

Also others as low as $12.95

Our large assortment of Tables includes all types and styles from small End Tables to large Sideboards in rich mahogany. Many等着 have been start at...

$6.50 and up

We have a complete stock of cigarettes, pipes, tobacco, candy, hard and soft drinks.

FULTON HANCARRE & FURNITURE CO.

206 Lake Street —— Phone No. 1 — Fulto.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS at THE LEADER STORE.

MRT-51

Miss Lee Brass has moved her dress to 321 Main street.

SOLVE your Christmas problems and the Christmas way. Send personal cards, embroidered monogram place cards or information, for Christmas cards, Christmas gifts and appropriate of MCCOTTS.

Also, our Christmas Wreaths, beautifully made, and our Christmas Ornament is ready to always. Gifts from $1.00 up.

COMPLETE CHRISTMAS PLANTS at THE LEADER STORE.

FULTON, KY.

Beverlybrook's Paper Asks Aid Against Blockade

Local news that looks, published by Lord Beverlybrook, editor-in-chief of the Washington Post, was sent to the people of the United States by Miss Beverlybrook in order to get the public's attention to the situation.

The paper said recruiting of

A. HULLINGTON & COMPANY

It's easy to carry home

Pure, wholesome, delicious.—Coca-Cola is refreshment you want at home. Everybody likes its distinctive taste and the happy after-taste of complete refreshment that is given.

Your dealer has the handy home package,

—the six-bottle carton.

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

WASHINGTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

FULTON, KY.
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Hunters, fishermen, and all other outdoor enthusiasts will enjoy the hunting and fishing equipment available at WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO. in Clinton, KY. They are offering a complete line of tackle and gear, including fishing rods, reels, and lures. Additionally, they have a wide selection of hunting knives, traps, and other accessories. Visit their store to find what you need for your next adventure.

For those looking for indoor entertainment, KENTUCKY HARDWARE & IMPLEMENT COMPANY in Fulton, KY, offers a variety of toys and games. They have a selection of board games, puzzles, and classic toys like building sets, robots, and robots. They also have a wide range of outdoor gear, including tennis rackets, baseball bats, and camping supplies.

Despite the rising prices on Men’s Clothing, and in order to make this December special, two outstanding values in Suits and Top-Coats are being offered. These are selected from the regular stock and grouped on racks for your convenience. They represent radical savings in the heart of the season. Don’t miss this unusual opportunity to dress up at a very small cost.

**DECEMBER SALE of SUITS and TOP-COATS**

**Group No. 1**

**SMART TOP-COATS**

Taken from their regular stock. Only one or two of a kind—Tweeds, Coverts and Fleeces, in the best styles and quality. Values to $25.00. All sizes 34 to 42. Men’s and Young Men’s styles. Shop early for best selection.

Use our Lay-Away Plan.

Gift Suggestions For His Christmas —— We Lay-Away Packages For Christmas Giving —— Shop Early At Franklin’s

**Group No. 2**

**MEN’S SUITS**

Fine pure Wool Worsted in Grays, Blues and Browns, single or double breasted models. Size 36 to 42. Taken from their regular stock, and range in price from $21.50 to $29.50. Don’t fail to take advantage of this opportunity to dress up for Christmas.

**DECEMBER SPECIAL**

$18.50

**Electric Stoves**

**ование**

**Coffee Makers**

**Tow Sets**

**Trucks**

**Drums**

**Bicycles**

**Wagons**

**Cars**

**Strollers**

Many other gifts too numerous to mention.

**KENTUCKY HARDWARE & IMPLEMENT COMPANY**

Phone 132 — Fulton, Kentucky — Walnut Street

**MEREDITH TO FILE SUITS TO COLLECT TRAVEL EXPENSES**

Frankfort, Ky. — Attorney General Hubert Meredith announced today that he will file suits to recover expenses paid state officials and employees which he estimated totaled $40,000 to $50,000 in the last four years.

"I'll bring the suits as soon as I have compiled the data, which should be in about a week," Meredith added.

"It was my intention all the time to do this, but I advised the Governor yesterday in order to learn his attitude. We haven't been in accord all the time," Meredith said.

Gov. Edmonson replied to Meredith's letter late yesterday that it was his duty as attorney general to take care of the illegal expense accounts as Meredith termed them, and said he was going to attend conventions and conferences in other states.

Answer your subscriptions to us.
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